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Assignment Two–Parallel Coordinates Visualization
“Practice in Implementation”

Robert S Laramee

November 1, 2010

Number of Credits: 20% of a 10 credit module
Recommended hours: 20-25 hours
Submission Deadline: 1 December 2010 by midnight. You
are also required to turn in a paper copy of your report.

1 Problem Statement
You are given a high dimensional, abstract data set about
higher education in Wales from assignment 1. Your task is
to visualize this high dimensional data programming your
own implementation of a parallel coordinates application
and render your own visualizations. A sample screen shot is
provided in Figure 1. You will be given guidance in the labs
on the design and implementation of a solution. You are
allowed to use any programming language and operating
system to best utilise your programming skills. Our sample
solution uses the QT GUI library [3] and C++. Feel free to
use Java and the Swing Library if desired.

2 Tasks at the Required Level
(maximum marks: 60)

You are required to write a parallel coordinates application
with the following features:

1. (10%) Facilities for reading and loading an abstract
data set.

2. (10%) The ability to generate a static parallel coordi-
nates visualization from the given data.

3. (5%) Showing axis labels and minimum and maxi-
mum scale values.

4. (5%) User Option: Anti-Aliasing of lines

5. (10%) User Option: The ability to change the ordering
of the axes interactively.

In addition to these features, you are required to follow
Bob’s Concise Coding Conventions (10%). See the module
web page for a copy of this document. You are also required
to use Doxygen (or JavaDoc) to comment your source code
(10%). The doxygen program is available in the Linux lab
of the computer science department. See the module web
page for a concise introduction to Doxygen [?].

3 Tasks at the Optional Level
(maximum marks: 40)

These are all enhancement features of the basic implemen-
tation

1. (5%) User Option: The ability to change the range of
(or flip) any axis scale.

2. (5%) User Option: Support for zooming.

3. (10%) User Option: Brushing: The ability of the user
to select a range of values on an axis causing the se-
lected, in-range polylines to be highlighted and the
out-of-range polylines to become semi-transparent.

4. (10%) Color Mapping (or color coding): The user may
color map the polylines according to one of the data at-
tributes. This entails selecting one axis and then color
mapping the polylines with multiple colors, e.g., red-
green-blue color scale. A color map is also known as
a color legend.

5. (10%) Screen Capture: The best way to demonstrate
your application is not through images but through an
animated demonstration. Use screen capture software,
(links to free software provided on module web page)
to actually record a live demonstration of your appli-
cation showing the different user options like flipping
of axes, zooming, brushing etc. Submit the resulting
movie file(s) in MPEG format.

4 Recommended Steps for
Implementation

We recommend starting the project by compiling the sam-
ple QT program, “Hello Qt” in the first chapter of the QT
book [1].

The following is a list of recommended intermediate tasks
to help with the implementation:

1. Draw five vertical lines on a 2D canvas. Hint: You may
use the QPainter Object.

2. Read in the data file and print out the values.

3. Render one polyline in the parallel coordinates visual-
ization
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5 Submission
You are required to submit:

1. A report, that contains:

(a) A summary (0.5-1 A4) about the tasks attempted
and the programming tools used.

(b) A parallel coordinates visualization of a given
data set with axis labels and minimum and max-
imum scale values.

(c) A parallel coordinates visualization of the same
data set but with the axes re-ordered.

(d) A parallel coordinates visualization of the same
data set but with brushing.

(e) You may submit more than the above listed visu-
alizations. Essentially, we recommend submit-
ting one image per feature/user option demon-
strating that the features work, e.g, demonstra-
tion of range changes, axis flipping, zooming,
color mapping etc.

A printed copy of the report must also be turned in.
The format of your report can either be Open Office
or PDF. For tools that convert Word format to PDF
please see the CS124 web page:http://cs.swan.

ac.uk/ ˜ csbob/teaching/cs124-tutorial/

Word format (.doc or .docx) is not acceptable.

2. A complete list of the source code of your program(s),
Do not print your source code. Simply zip and source
code and executable files together and submit the
zipped file to Blackboard. Use zip or tar to pack your
files together. Do not create a .rar file.

3. A complete set of web pages or a PDF file produced
by Doxygen including appropriate comments and au-
tomatically generated diagrams. The source code must
conform toBob’s Concise Coding Conventions [2]
and must be commented [?].

4. A movie file, in MPEG format, generated using screen
capturing software, that demonstrates your application
and its user interaction.

A demo, on the computer chosen by the student, may be
required to confirm that the submitted program is working.
The demo will not be directly assessed.

6 Application Design
It is highly recommended that you have the following
classes, objects and methods in your program design. Each
object has a constructor and destructor however those are

implied and not described here. Of course your implemen-
tation can include additional objects and classes than what
is listed here. Those listed here serve as guidance.

1. ParallelCoords: This is the application itself. It ini-
tializes the other major objects like the canvas.

• main() , the main thread of control for the ap-
plication

2. Record: This object represents one item of data with
all of its attributes (or dimensions), e.g., a car record
(or tuple) would contain, (1) year, (2) number of cylin-
ders, (3) manufacturer, (4) color, (5) milage.

• GetName() returns the text label (or type of)
data object this is, e.g., “car”.

• GetNumAttributes() returns the number of
attributes (or dimensions) for a single data object.
For the car example this would return 5.

3. RecordCollection: This object represents the entire
collection of data items and all of their attributes.

• GetRecord(int n) returns thenth record
from the collection.

• GetNumRecords() returns the total number
of records in the collection.

• SetNumAttributes(int
numAttribute) a record collection (or
multi-dimensional data set) has a given number
of attributes (or dimensions). That number is
specified here.

• AddToCollection() adds data to a collec-
tion

4. Axis: This object is responsible for managing data re-
lated to the axes (a single attribute or data dimension)
in a parallel coordinates visualization, e.g., min range
value, max range value, scale etc. Some methods that
can be found in the Axis Class are:

• GetMinScale() , SetMinScale()

• GetMaxScale() , SetMaxScale()

• UpdateAttribteLabel(String
label) , e.g., if an axis represents time,
then the label “time” is added to the axis.

• GetPosition() , SetPosition() used to
determine the ordering of axis.

• GetScaleInterval() ,
SetScaleInterval() , set the range
between intervals on a scale, e.g., intervals of
10% on a scale from 0–100%.
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5. AxisManager: This object is responsible for manag-
ing the individualAxis objects, e.g., the order in which
they are presented in the visualization.

• GetCurrentAxis() , returns current axis ob-
ject for processing,

• GetNextAxis() , returns next axis object in
the collection.

• AddAxis(Axis newAxis) , adds a new axis
to the collection.

6. ASCIIdataReader: This class is responsible for read-
ing in the ASCII data from disk and storing it in the
appropriate data structures, e.g., arrays. TheASCI-
IdataReader populates theRecordCollection object.

• OpenFile(String fileName) to open an
ASCII file

• ReadFile() to read an ASCII file

• CloseFile(String filename) don’t
forget to close your ASCII file.

7. Canvas: This is the class that is responsible for ren-
dering lines, text, and symbols in 2D image space.

• Render() to render the current visualization
parameters.

The Canvas class contains the other rendering classes
such asPolyLineRenderer andTextRenderer.

8. PolyLineRenderer: This class knows how to render
polylines in the chosen graphics library.

• GetColor() , SetColor(Color
newColor) returns and sets the current
polyline color.

• RenderPolyline() renders one polyline (or
record) in a parallel coordinates implementation

9. TextRenderer: This class knows how to render text,
labels, and symbols in the chosen graphics library.

• Render(String text) to render the given
string.

10. UserInterface: This class displays all of the user-
interface options like selection of axes, brushing, anti-
aliasing etc. The UserInterface object coordinates with
an EventHandler object to process user-input interac-
tively.

You are required to submit your upload your source code
and document via blackboard by the deadline. PDF for-
mat is strongly encouraged. Open Office Document Format
(.odt) is also good. Word document format (.doc) is not ac-
ceptable. See the following URL to convert word document

format to PDF:
http://cs.swan.ac.uk/c̃sbob/teaching/cs124-tutorial/
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Figure 1: A screenshot from a parallel coordinates application.
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